
Wilfred Owen (1983-1981) 

An Introduction 

Wilfred Owen, who wrote some of the best British poetry on World War I, 

composed nearly all of his poems in slightly over a year, from August 1917 to 

September 1918. In November 1918 he was killed in action at the age of 25, one 

week before the Armistice. Wilfred Edward Salter Owen was born on March 18, 

1893, in Oswestry, on the Welsh border of Shropshire, in the beautiful and 

spacious home of his maternal grandfather. Wilfred’s father, Thomas, a former 

seaman, had returned from India to marry Susan Shaw; throughout the rest of his 

life Thomas felt constrained by his somewhat dull and low-paid position as a 

railway station master. Owen’s mother felt that her marriage limited her 

intellectual, musical, and economic ambitions. Both parents seem to have been 

of Welsh descent, and Susan’s family had been relatively affluent during her 

childhood but had lost ground economically. As the oldest of four children born 

in rapid succession, Wilfred developed a protective attitude toward the others 

and an especially close relationship with his mother. After he turned four, the 

family moved from the grandfather’s home to a modest house in Birkenhead, 

where Owen attended Birkenhead Institute from 1900 to 1907. The family then 

moved to another modest house, in Shrewsbury, where Owen attended 

Shrewsbury Technical School and graduated in 1911 at the age of 18. Having 

attempted unsuccessfully to win a scholarship to attend London University, he 

tried to measure his aptitude for a religious vocation by becoming an unpaid lay 

assistant to the Reverend Herbert Wigan, a vicar of evangelical inclinations in 

the Church of England, at Dunsden, Oxfordshire. In return for the tutorial 

instruction he was to receive, but which did not significantly materialize, Owen 

agreed to assist with the care of the poor and sick in the parish and to decide 

within two years whether he should commit himself to further training as a 

clergyman. At Dunsden he achieved a fuller understanding of social and 



economic issues and developed his humanitarian propensities, but as a 

consequence of this heightened sensitivity, he became disillusioned with the 

inadequate response of the Church of England to the sufferings of the 

underprivileged and the dispossessed. In his spare time, he read widely and 

began to write poetry. In his initial verses he wrote on the conventional subjects 

of the time, but his work also manifested some stylistic qualities that even then 

tended to set him apart, especially his keen ear for sound and his instinct for the 

modulating of rhythm, talents related perhaps to the musical ability that he 

shared with both of his parents. 

  Increasingly aware of the scale of the War, Owen returned to England in 

autumn 1915 and enlisted in the Artists' Rifles. His training was completed in 

Hare Hall Camp in Essex, but this allowed him time to make trips to London, 

notably to the Poetry Bookshop run by Harold Monro who he met. On 4th June 

1916 Owen was commissioned as a second lieutenant with the Manchester 

Regiment. In the last days of 1916 he was posted to France. In January 1917 he 

and his men held a flooded dugout for fifty hours under heavy bombardment. In 

March, he suffered concussion and spent time in hospital. In April he returned to 

the front again, only to be caught up in fierce fighting. At one point he was hit 

by a shell blast at Savy Wood, and lay semi-conscious in a shell crater with the 

dismembered remains of a friend. On the 30th April whilst on parade he was 

noted as being 'shaky' and on 1st May he was diagnosed as suffering from shell -

shock ('neurasthenia') and evacuated to England. 

After a medical examination Owen was sent to Craiglockhart War 

Hospital in Edinburgh. There he met Siegfried Sassoon, also a patient and 

already a noted poet. Owen was to gain immeasurably from the friendship which 

developed between them. Sassoon's poetic voice, with its strong emphasis on 

realism, influenced Owen's developing style, as the poems 'Dulce et Decorum 

Est' and 'Anthem for Doomed Youth' demonstrate. This realism and emphasis on 
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experience also played a part in Owens's therapy in Craiglockhart where Arthur 

Brock, Owens's doctor, encouraged him to translate the experiences he had 

suffered into poetry. Sassoon both edited and vigorously promoted his work, and 

brought him into a wider literary circle. An introduction to Robert Graves (a 

friend of Sassoon's) led to further meetings with, amongst others, Arnold 

Bennett and H. G. Wells. As he recovered, Owen worked for a short time as a 

teacher in Tynecastle High School, before returning to light regimental duties, 

first at Scarborough, then Ripon. 

In June 1918 the twenty-five year old officer rejoined his regiment at 

Scarborough and in August was again posted to France. He was awarded the 

Military Cross (posthumously) for his leadership and bravery during the attack 

on Joncourt on the 1st October, storming enemy points and turning a German 

unit's own machine gun against them. On the 4th of November 1918, leading an 

attack by the Sambre Canal, near Ors, Owen was killed in action. The news of 

Owens's death reached his family on Armistice Day. 

Owens's poetry was promoted and published by Sassoon after his death, 

and backed by Edith Sitwell, a proponent of innovative trends in English poetry. 

In 1931 Edmund Blunden's anthology of Owens's work sent his reputation 

soaring to new heights, and today Owen is regarded as one of the most talented 

poets of the period. He is buried at Ors communal cemetery in France. 

War was by far the greatest influence on his poetry. Instead of destroying 

his ideas for poetry, it reinforced his vision of life, providing him with a sense of 

realism and inspiring him with themes which he moulded into some of the best 

war poetry written in this century. This also explains why his war poetry far 

surpasses in beauty his earlier poetry.  

Owen was widely influenced by the Romantic school of poetry He intended to 

appreciate the value of poets such as Wordsworth, Coleridge and Keats. He 

admits certain affinity with Keats. His poetic development, his sense of 

achievement and creativity and his tragically premature death bring to mind the 
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career of Keats whose poetry Owen loved and whose influence is apparent in 

several poems written by Owen. His early themes are typically romantic ـــــ  

loneliness, isolation, beauty and love. Most of them are just conventional love 

lyrics, written in the style of his predecessors. Owen is by no means an 

intellectual poet and, as his letters reveal, he prefers the emotional to the 

philosophical aspect of Romantic or Georgian poetry.  

One of the best examples of Owen's mature poetry is "Strange Meeting". 

Like most of his poems, it is inspired by trench warfare, but unlike other war 

poems, the action does not take place in an ordinary battlefield but in the poet's 

own mind. The poem narrates a meeting between the soldier with somebody who 

is neither his friend nor his enemy but an alter ego.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


